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The vortex streets produed by a apping foil of span-to-hord aspet ratio of 4:1 are
studied in a hydrodynami tunnel experiment. In partiular, the mehanisms giving rise
to the symmetry breaking of the reverse Bénard-von Kármán vortex street that har-
aterizes sh-like swimming and forward apping ight are examined. Two-dimensional
partile image veloimetry measurements in the mid-plane perpendiular to the span axis
of the foil are used to haraterize the dierent ow regimes. The deetion angle of the
mean jet ow with respet to the horizontal observed in the average veloity eld is used
as a measure of the asymmetry of the vortex street. Time series of the vortiity eld are
used to alulate the advetion veloity of the vorties with respet to the free-stream,
dened as the phase veloity Uphase, as well as the irulation Γ of eah vortex and the
spaing ξ between onseutive vorties in the near wake. The observation that the sym-
metry breaking results from the formation of a dipolar struture from eah ouple of
ounter-rotating vorties shed on eah apping period serves as starting point to build a
model for the symmetry breaking threshold. A symmetry breaking riterion based on the
relation between the phase veloity of the vortex street and an idealized self-advetion
veloity of two onseutive ounter-rotating vorties in the near wake is established. The
predited threshold for symmetry breaking aounts well for the deeted wake regimes
observed in the present experiments and may be useful to explain other experimental
and numerial observations of similar deeted propulsive vortex streets reported in the
literature.
1. Introdution
Flapping-based propulsive systems, either natural or man-made, are often disussed in
terms of the Strouhal number, dened as the produt of the apping frequeny f and
amplitude A divided by the ruising speed U0, i.e. StA = fA/U0 (Anderson et al. 1998;
Taylor et al. 2003). Another ruial parameter in these problems is the aspet ratio of
the apping body, beause it determines to what extent a quasi-two-dimensional (Q2D)
view an apture the main elements needed for an adequate desription of the real three-
dimensional (3D) ow. In partiular, in the ase of a apping body propelling itself in
forward motion, at least two qualitatively dierent situations have been evidened from
apping foil experiments and numerial simulations: high span-to-hord ratio foils pro-
due a propulsive vortex street, the reverse Bénard-von Kármán (BvK) wake (see e.g.
Koohesfahani 1989; Anderson et al. 1998), where the most intense vorties are aligned
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Figure 1. Transitions in the wake of a apping foil in the AD vs. St map for Re = 255 (from
Godoy-Diana et al. 2008). Experimental points are labeled as : BvK wake; : aligned vorties
(2S wake); +: reverse BvK wake; △: deeted reverse BvK street resulting in an asymmetri
wake. Solid line: transition between BvK and reverse BvK. Dashed line: transition between
reverse BvK and the asymmetri regime. Typial vortiity elds are shown as inserts on eah
region.
with the foil span and turn in opposite senses with respet to the natural BvK vorties
behind a 2D ylinder. A Q2D analysis aounts for the key dynamial features in this
ase where the mean ow has the form of a jet and results in a net propulsive fore. As
the span-to-hord ratio dereases towards unity, 3D eets ome into play and modify
dramatially the struture of the wake. In this ase a series of vortex loops (or horse-shoe
vorties) are engendered from the vortiity shed from all sides of the apping foil (see
e.g. von Ellenrieder et al. 2003; Buhholz & Smits 2006, 2008). The experiments reported
here were performed with a 4:1 aspet ratio foil, whih is high enough to produe Q2D
regimes in the near wake. A two-parameter desription that permits to vary indepen-
dently the frequeny and amplitude of the osillatory motion has been shown reently
(Godoy-Diana et al. 2008) to be the optimum framework to fully haraterize the quasi-
two-dimensional regimes observed in the wake of a pithing foil. The transition from a
BvK vortex street to the reverse BvK street harateristi of propulsive regimes, and the
symmetry breaking of the reverse BvK street reported in Godoy-Diana et al. (2008) are
summarized in the (St,AD) phase spae shown in gure 1. The Strouhal number and a
dimensionless amplitude have been dened using a xed length sale (the foil width D)
as St = fD/U0 and AD = A/D, respetively †.
In this paper we fous on the reverse BvK regime, attempting to shed some light on
the physial mehanisms that determine its symmetry breaking (the dashed line in gure
1). Asymmetri vortex streets arising in the wake of a apping foil have been observed in
many experimental (Jones et al. 1998; Godoy-Diana et al. 2008; von Ellenrieder & Pothos
† Note that the produt of these two parameters gives the apping amplitude based Strouhal
number that is often used, i.e. St× AD = fA/U0 = StA
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Figure 2. Fluoresein dye visualization of the typial reverse Bénard-von Kármán vortex street
that haraterizes apping based propulsion (top); and an asymmetri wake (bottom) that is
produed by some apping ongurations even when the ap motion is symmetri.
2008; Buhholz & Smits 2008) and numerial studies (Jones et al. 1998; Lewin & Haj-Hariri
2003) even when the geometry of the problem and the apping motion are symmetri.
Other ongurations of fored wakes have been shown to produe asymmetri ows that
arise from the interation of natural and fored vortex shedding see for instane the
soap-lm experiments with fored ylinder wakes in Couder & Basdevant (1986). The
deetion of the propulsive vortex street determines that the net fore generated by the
apping motion is not aligned with the foil symmetry plane, or in other words that a
mean lift fore aompanies the prodution of thrust. A qualitative explanation of the
proess that determines the symmetry breaking an be given analyzing the struture of
the wake: the deetion of the vortex street that signals the symmetry breaking results
from the formation of a dipolar struture from eah ouple of ounter-rotating vorties
shed on eah apping period (see gure 2). Above a ertain threshold, the self-advetion
of the dipolar struture formed over one apping period is strong enough to deouple
from the subsequent vortex in the street and to generate a deetion of the mean ow.
These asymmetri wakes our in a region of the parameter spae that overlaps the
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Figure 3. Shemati diagram of the experimental setup in the hydrodynami tunnel.
high-eieny Strouhal number range used by apping animals, whih makes the preise
denition of the symmetry breaking threshold potentially important for the design of ar-
tiial apping-based propulsors and their ontrol. This is the goal of the present work,
where we study in detail the spanwise vortiity eld in the near wake of the apping foil
in order to haraterize all the basi features of the reverse BvK vortex streets. Relying
on a hypothesis of quasi-two-dimensionality of the ow in the near wake, we propose a
preditive symmetry breaking riterion based on the phase veloity of the vortex street.
2. Experimental setup
The setup is the same desribed in Godoy-Diana et al. (2008) and onsists of a pithing
foil plaed in a hydrodynami tunnel (see gure 3). The foil hord c is 23mm and its span
is 100mm whih overs the whole height of the 100 × 150mm setion of the tunnel. The
foil prole is symmetri, opening at the leading edge as a semiirle of diameterD = 5mm
whih is also the maximum foil width. The pithing axis is driven by a stepper motor. The
ontrol parameters are the ow veloity in the tunnel U0, the foil osillation frequeny
f and peak-to-peak amplitude A whih let us dene the Reynolds number, the Strouhal
number and a dimensionless apping amplitude as, respetively:
Re = UD/ν , St = fD/U0 , AD = A/D . (2.1)
where ν is the kinemati visosity. In the strongly fored regimes produed by the apping
foil, the apping frequeny used to dene St is equivalent to the main vortex shedding
frequeny. The boundary layer thikness on the tunnel walls at the position of the ap
is of approximately 10mm for the present experiments. Measurements were performed
using 2D Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV) on the horizontal mid-plane of the ap. PIV
aquisition and post-proessing was done using a LaVision system with an ImagerPro
1600 × 1200 12-bit CCD amera reording pairs of images at ∼ 15Hz and a two rod
Nd:YAG (15mJ) pulsed laser. Laser sheet width was about 1mm in the whole 100mm
× 80mm imaging region. The time lapse between the two frames (dt) was set to 12ms.
Additional post-proessing and analysis were done using Matlab and the PIVMat Toolbox
(Moisy 2007).
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Figure 4. Three onseutive snapshots of the vortiity eld in the wake of the apping foil at
Re = 255 and AD = 1.42 for two dierent apping frequenies. Left olumn: St = 0.15, reverse
BvK wake; and right olumn: St = 0.27, asymmetri wake.
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Figure 5. Cirulation (a,e), radius (b,f), x-position (,g) and y-position (d,h) of two onseutive
(and ounter-rotating) vorties in the wake of the apping foil as a funtion of time. The top
gures (a-d) orrespond to the reverse BvK wake and the bottom gures (e-h) to the asymmetri
wake shown in gure 4 (left and right olumns, respetively).
3. Observations
3.1. The vortiity eld
The ωz vortiity eld is alulated from the ux and uy elds obtained from PIV using
2nd-order entered dierenes. Two sequenes of vortiity elds are shown in gure 4: the
left olumn orresponds to a reverse BvK street and the right olumn to an asymmetri
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Figure 6. Denition of the asymmetry angle θ from the deeted mean jet ow (left) and θ as
a funtion of the Strouhal number for AD = 1.4 and 2.1 (right). The irles shown in the left
plot are the maxima of ross-stream proles of the average horizontal veloity eld. A linear t
over these points in the near wake gives the dotted line that denes the angle theta. The error
bars in the right plot represent a onstant ±1.5 degrees that was the maximum deetion angle
measured with the previous method for a wake in the symmetri reverse Bénard-von Kármán
onguration.
wake. The Reynolds number and apping amplitude are the same in both ases and
only the Strouhal number has been inreased from 0.15 for the reverse BvK to 0.27 for
the asymmetri wake. The positions of two onseutive (and ounter-rotating) vorties
are followed for eah experiment using a searh of loal maxima (Xmax(t), Ymax(t)) and
minima (Xmin(t), Ymin(t)) in the ωz eld. These are the oordinates of the enter of the
retangles in gure 4.
3.2. The irulation Γ
An area of integration that enompasses eah vortex needs to be dened in order to
alulate its harateristi features suh as irulation and size. We use gaussian ts
exp(−x2i /σ
2
i ) along the vertial and horizontal axes entered on the positions of the
maxima and minima of vortiity and dene the sizes of the vortex along eah diretion
x and y as 2σi. These are the horizontal and vertial sizes of the retangles in the time
sequenes of gure 4. The hoie of retangular integration ontours (instead of the
elliptial ones that would have better followed the vortex shape) was kept in order to
avoid introduing error from interpolation of the PIV data. Sine the vortex ores are
nearly irular we dene a single vortex radius a as the mean of the sizes alulated
along the two prinipal axes. The irulation Γ an be then alulated either from a
line integral of the veloity eld on eah ontour or a surfae integral of the vortiity
eld over eah retangle. Although in theory the two denitions of Γ are equivalent,
the two alulations from the experimental elds are slightly dierent mainly beause,
vorties in the wake being not too far from eah other, the ontour for the line integral
alulation sometimes passes through a neighboring opposite-signed vortex (see gure
4, right olumn) and gives thus a spurious ontribution to the total irulation. The
irulation plotted in gure 5 is the mean value between the two dierent methods of
alulation, the dierene giving the error bars. When the integration regions for the
two ounter-rotating vorties do not overlap, as is the ase in the left olumn of gure 4,
the dierene in the two alulations is small (see gure 5.a). On the ontrary, the error
bars are larger when the two retangles overlap, as in the ase of the asymmetri wake
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Figure 7. (a) Cirulation Γ0 and (b) distane between two onseutive vorties ξ0 as a funtion
of St and AD. Cirles, triangles and squares orrespond, respetively, to AD = 0.7, 1.4 and 2.1.
depited in the right olumn of gure 4. This an be seen in gure 5.e, where the spurious
eet due to having the neighboring vortex partially overlapping the integration region
appears as a dereasing trend (in absolute value) in the time evolution of Γ. We also plot
in gure 5 the time evolution of the vorties radii and positions. It an be seen in gure
5.h that the deetion of the wake is orretly aptured by the time evolution of the
y-oordinate. The time axes in all these plots are nondimensionalized by the advetion
time sale τ = D/U0.
3.3. The asymmetri wake
The domain of existene of the reverse BvK vortex street is bounded on the upper-right
zone of the (St,AD) phase spae by a transition to an asymmetri regime (gure 1).
In order to haraterize this transition we dene an angle of asymmetry θ using the
diretion of the jet observed in the mean veloity eld (see gure 6). Of the three series
with dierent apping amplitudes studied here (see gure 7 in the next setion), the
smallest one (AD = 0.7) does not produe an asymmetri wake so only the ases of
AD = 1.4 and 2.1 are reported in gure 6. These measurements show that the transition
is rather abrupt and support the idea of the existene of a symmetry breaking threshold.
4. Disussion
4.1. Bak to the (St,AD) phase spae
Thinking in a (St,AD) phase spae perspetive, we use the 'initial' values of the ir-
ulation and the positions of the maxima and minima of ωz, dened as the values
measured when the positive vortex rosses a referene frame xed at Xref = 2.5D, in
order to ompare the vorties produed by dierent apping ongurations. We thus
plot in gure 7 the initial value of the irulation Γ0 and the distane between the
two onseutive ounter-rotating vorties ξ0 , as a funtion of St for three series with
dierent values of AD. The denition of ξ in terms of the positions of two ounter-
rotating vorties shown in gure 5 is, as shown graphially in gure 9 (left), ξ =√
(Xmax −Xmin)2 + (Ymax − Ymin)2. The main observation is that, for a given ampli-
tude, the irulation inreases and the distane between onseutive vorties dereases
with inreasing apping frequeny. Although this is not surprising, it is an important
point beause it lets us asertain that a threshold urve determining the symmetry
breaking of the reverse BvK wake an be traed in a (Γ0, ξ0) spae and also that a
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Figure 8. (a) Phase veloity Uphase of the vortex street normalized with respet to the
free-stream U0; and (b) translation speed of the initial dipoles Udipole alulated using Eq.
4.1. Both quantities are plotted as a funtion of St and AD. Cirles, triangles and squares or-
respond, respetively, to AD = 0.7, 1.4 and 2.1. Asymmetri wakes are marked with a dark
dot.
model ontaining the basi physis of the problem ould be tested using experimental
measurements.
4.2. Phase veloity
The advetion veloity of the vorties with respet to the free-stream an be alulated
from the x-position measurements Xi(t) in gures 5. and 5.g. We dene this phase speed
Uphase as the slope dXi/dt evaluated at the initial referene time †. In the ase of the
Bénard-von Kármán vortex street past a blu body Uphase < U0 (see e.g. Bearman 1967;
Williamson 1989), whih is related to the veloity deit in the wake of the obstale. The
phase veloity for the present experiments is plotted in gure 8 (left). The propulsive
nature of the reverse BvK wake appears learly in the fat that Uphase > U0.
4.3. The dipole model
The physial mehanism giving rise to a deeted wake is based on the formation of a
dipolar struture on eah apping period (Godoy-Diana et al. 2008), a feature that has
also been observed in fored wakes in soap lms (Couder & Basdevant 1986), supporting
the idea of a mainly 2D phenomenon. The initial ondition sets the hoie of the side
where the asymmetry develops: the rst dipole that is formed entrains uid behind it,
deeting the mean ow in the wake and foring the subsequent dipoles to follow the same
path. This initial perturbation exists for all the (St,AD) parameter spae, however, after
a few periods of symmetri apping motion, only in a region above a ertain threshold
(see gure 1) the wakes remain asymmetri. The two quantities (Γ0, ξ0) plotted in gure
7 an be used to give a measure of the strength of the dipolar strutures that are formed
for eah apping onguration. The simplest model that ontains Γ and ξ is to onsider
a dipole made of two point vorties of irulations ±Γ separated by a distane ξ. In this
ase, the translation speed of the dipole (determined by the eet of eah vortex over the
other) is given by (see e.g. Saman 1992)
† Vorties slightly aelerate in the initial part of the wake so that the wavelength measured
in a snapshot of the vortiity eld over the vorties nearest to the ap is shorter than the
wavelength measured farther in the wake (see also Bearman 1967). Here we deliberately dene
Uphase as the advetion speed at the initial referene time beause we are interested in the near
wake mehanism that triggers the symmetry breaking.
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onse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tating vorti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dashed axis verify the proposed symmetry breaking ondition U∗p > 0.
Udipole =
Γ
2piξ
. (4.1)
The values of Udipole alulated using the data from gure 7 are shown in gure 8
(right). As a diret onsequene of the behavior of Γ0 and ξ0 in gure 7, for eah apping
amplitude, the self-indued speed of the dipolar struture inreases with the Strouhal
number. It is remarkable that Udipole an reah values up to almost 50% of U0. The two
plots in gure 8 show that a orrelation exists between Udipole and Uphase. This an be
easily understood onsidering that the ow eld produed by eah vortex, and hene
Udipole, ontributes to the overall advetion veloity in the vortex street.
Thinking about the denition of a riterion for the symmetry breaking, it seems evident
from gure 8 that no single threshold an be established for Udipole or Uphase that aounts
for all observations of asymmetri wakes (we have marked these in gure 8 with blak
dots). Beause we have observed that the symmetry breaking is related to the ability
of a given dipolar struture to esape from the symmetrizing" eet of the subsequent
vorties in the wake, it is useful to nd a quantitative measurement of the veloity at
whih vorties are moving in the diretion dened by the dipole. In order to do so we
dene the eetive phase veloity, in terms of the angle α between the horizontal (the
streamwise diretion) and the diretion of Udipole (see gure 9), as:
U∗p = (Uphase − U0) cosα− Udipole . (4.2)
Realling that the measured phase veloity Uphase results from the superposition of the
free-stream veloity and all the veloities indued by the vorties in the wake, the eetive
phase veloity dened in equation 4.2 is atually the omponent along the dipole diretion
of the veloity indued by the vortex street exepting the ontribution of the dipole being
onsidered, and not inluding the free-stream veloity. Within the limits imposed by the
experimental unertainty, it an be seen in gure 9 that a fair predition of the observed
behavior an be given saying that the reverse BvK vortex street will be prone to breaking
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symmetry if the eetive phase veloity U∗p is positive, whih is when the vortex street
downstream of the dipole being onsidered enhanes the dipole veloity.
5. Conluding remarks
Reverse Bénard-von Kármán (BvK) vortex streets are a fundamental feature of sh-
like swimming and forward apping ight and their symmetry properties are intimately
related to the yle of thrust and lift prodution. Although the deetion of these propul-
sive wakes has been observed and haraterized in various apping-foil experiments
(Jones et al. 1998; Godoy-Diana et al. 2008; von Ellenrieder & Pothos 2008) and numer-
ial simulations (Lewin & Haj-Hariri 2003), the model proposed in the present paper is,
to our knowledge, the rst attempt to produe a quantitative threshold predition based
on the observed physial mehanism underlying the symmetry breaking. In spite of the
strongly idealized dipolar model used in Eq. 4.1 as a fundamental element of the model,
the predited threshold aounts reasonably well for the experimental reality and should
be useful to rationalize the similar observations reported in the literature.
We gratefully aknowledge Maurie Rossi for fruitful disussions on the dipole model.
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